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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   What makes optical fibers immune to EMI?       [ ] 

 a) They transmit signals in as light rather than electric current 
 b) They are too small for magnetic fields to introduce current in them 
 c) Magnetic fields cannot penetrate the glass of the fiber 
 d) They are readily sheilded by outer conductors in cable 

 
2. Communication between a computer and a keyboard involves ________transmission. [ ] 
 a) simplex b) half-duplex          c)full-duplex     d)automatic 
 
3. An unauthorized user is a network ___________ issue.     [ ] 
 a) Performance  b)Reliability    c)Security d)All the above 
 
4.   When would optical fibers be used in an Ethernet-type LAN?    [ ] 

 a) Never, the standard calls for coaxial cable 
 b)To extend transmission distance to reach remote terminals 
 c) Routinely, the standard allows for optical fiber 
 d)When transmission speeds exeed 50 Mbit/s 

 
5. __________ refers to the physical or logical arrangement of a network.   [ ] 
 a)Data flow  b)Mode of operation    c)Topology d)None of the above 
 
6. Devices may be arranged in a _____________ topology.     [ ] 
 a)mesh   b)ring                   c)bus d)all of the above 
 
7. A ______ is a data communication system spanning states, countries, or the whole world.[ ] 
 a)MAN                     b)LAN  c)WAN d)none of the above 
 
8. This was the first network.         [ ] 
 a)CSNET b)NSFNET c)ANSNET d)ARPANET 
 
9.   The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard calls for nodes to be:  [ ] 

 a) attached to a data bus in the form of a transmissive star coupler. 
 b) attached to a pair of fiber rings carrying signals in opposite directions. 
 c) attached to a network of star couplers that detect collisions and transmit only one  
     signal to the next level. 
 d) attached to fibers by passive T couplers 

 
10. Which layer enables the user to access network?      [ ] 
 a) physical layer     b) application layer       c)transport layer      d) None 
            Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.   ________________ type of optical fiber would best be used in the Multiple Channel  
      Architechture (MCA)? 
 
12. __________________topology requires a multipoint connection. 
 
13. A television broadcast is an example of _________________ transmission. 
 
14. Digital transimission needs ________________channel. 
 
15.   _____________ describes a technique to achieve fault tolerance in optical networks  
     minimum costs? 
 
16. Dejure means_____________________ 
 
17. ASK is highly susceptble to_____________ 
 
18. ______________is a modulated form of QPSK. 
 
19. Data communication codes are often called as________________ 
 
20. The protocol suite for internet is______________ 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   When would optical fibers be used in an Ethernet-type LAN?    [ ] 

 a) Never, the standard calls for coaxial cable 
 b)To extend transmission distance to reach remote terminals 
 c) Routinely, the standard allows for optical fiber 
 d)When transmission speeds exeed 50 Mbit/s 

 
2. __________ refers to the physical or logical arrangement of a network.   [ ] 
 a)Data flow  b)Mode of operation    c)Topology d)None of the above 
 
3. Devices may be arranged in a _____________ topology.     [ ] 
 a)mesh   b)ring                   c)bus d)all of the above 
 
4. A ______ is a data communication system spanning states, countries, or the whole world.[ ] 
 a)MAN                   b)LAN  c)WAN d)none of the above 
 
5. This was the first network.         [ ] 
 a)CSNET b)NSFNET c)ANSNET d)ARPANET 
 
6.   The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard calls for nodes to be:  [ ] 

 a) attached to a data bus in the form of a transmissive star coupler. 
 b) attached to a pair of fiber rings carrying signals in opposite directions. 
 c) attached to a network of star couplers that detect collisions and transmit only one  
     signal to the next level. 
 d) attached to fibers by passive T couplers 

 
7. Which layer enables the user to access network?      [ ] 
 a) physical layer     b) application layer       c)transport layer      d) None 
 
8.   What makes optical fibers immune to EMI?       [ ] 

 a) They transmit signals in as light rather than electric current 
 b) They are too small for magnetic fields to introduce current in them 
 c) Magnetic fields cannot penetrate the glass of the fiber 
 d) They are readily sheilded by outer conductors in cable 

 
9. Communication between a computer and a keyboard involves ________transmission. [ ] 
 a) simplex b) half-duplex          c)full-duplex     d)automatic 
 
10. An unauthorized user is a network ___________ issue.     [ ] 
 a) Performance  b)Reliability    c)Security d)All the above 
            Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Digital transimission needs ________________channel. 
 
12.   _____________ describes a technique to achieve fault tolerance in optical networks  
     minimum costs? 
 
13. Dejure means_____________________ 
 
14. ASK is highly susceptble to_____________ 
 
15. ______________is a modulated form of QPSK. 
 
16. Data communication codes are often called as________________ 
 
17. The protocol suite for internet is______________ 
 
18.   ________________ type of optical fiber would best be used in the Multiple Channel  
      Architechture (MCA)? 
 
19. __________________topology requires a multipoint connection. 
 
20. A television broadcast is an example of _________________ transmission. 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Devices may be arranged in a _____________ topology.     [ ] 
 a)mesh   b)ring                   c)bus d)all of the above 
 
2. A ______ is a data communication system spanning states, countries, or the whole world.[ ] 
 a)MAN                       b)LAN            c)WAN d)none of the above 
 
3. This was the first network.         [ ] 
 a)CSNET b)NSFNET c)ANSNET d)ARPANET 
 
4.   The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard calls for nodes to be:  [ ] 

 a) attached to a data bus in the form of a transmissive star coupler. 
 b) attached to a pair of fiber rings carrying signals in opposite directions. 
 c) attached to a network of star couplers that detect collisions and transmit only one  
     signal to the next level. 
 d) attached to fibers by passive T couplers 

 
5. Which layer enables the user to access network?      [ ] 
 a) physical layer     b) application layer       c)transport layer      d) None 
 
6.   What makes optical fibers immune to EMI?       [ ] 

 a) They transmit signals in as light rather than electric current 
 b) They are too small for magnetic fields to introduce current in them 
 c) Magnetic fields cannot penetrate the glass of the fiber 
 d) They are readily sheilded by outer conductors in cable 

 
7. Communication between a computer and a keyboard involves ________transmission. [ ] 
 a) simplex b) half-duplex          c)full-duplex     d)automatic 
 
8. An unauthorized user is a network ___________ issue.     [ ] 
 a) Performance  b)Reliability    c)Security d)All the above 
 
9.   When would optical fibers be used in an Ethernet-type LAN?    [ ] 

 a) Never, the standard calls for coaxial cable 
 b)To extend transmission distance to reach remote terminals 
 c) Routinely, the standard allows for optical fiber 
 d)When transmission speeds exeed 50 Mbit/s 

 
10. __________ refers to the physical or logical arrangement of a network.   [ ] 
 a)Data flow  b)Mode of operation    c)Topology d)None of the above 
            Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Dejure means_____________________ 
 
12. ASK is highly susceptble to_____________ 
 
13. ______________is a modulated form of QPSK. 
 
14. Data communication codes are often called as________________ 
 
15. The protocol suite for internet is______________ 
 
16.   ________________ type of optical fiber would best be used in the Multiple Channel  
      Architechture (MCA)? 
 
17. __________________topology requires a multipoint connection. 
 
18. A television broadcast is an example of _________________ transmission. 
 
19. Digital transimission needs ________________channel. 
 
20.   _____________ describes a technique to achieve fault tolerance in optical networks  
     minimum costs? 
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I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. This was the first network.         [ ] 
 a)CSNET b)NSFNET c)ANSNET d)ARPANET 
 
2.   The Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) standard calls for nodes to be:  [ ] 

 a) attached to a data bus in the form of a transmissive star coupler. 
 b) attached to a pair of fiber rings carrying signals in opposite directions. 
 c) attached to a network of star couplers that detect collisions and transmit only one  
     signal to the next level. 
 d) attached to fibers by passive T couplers 

 
3. Which layer enables the user to access network?      [ ] 
 a) physical layer     b) application layer       c)transport layer      d) None 
 
4.   What makes optical fibers immune to EMI?       [ ] 

 a) They transmit signals in as light rather than electric current 
 b) They are too small for magnetic fields to introduce current in them 
 c) Magnetic fields cannot penetrate the glass of the fiber 
 d) They are readily sheilded by outer conductors in cable 

 
5. Communication between a computer and a keyboard involves ________transmission. [ ] 
 a) simplex b) half-duplex          c)full-duplex     d)automatic 
 
6. An unauthorized user is a network ___________ issue.     [ ] 
 a) Performance  b)Reliability    c)Security d)All the above 
 
7.   When would optical fibers be used in an Ethernet-type LAN?    [ ] 

 a) Never, the standard calls for coaxial cable 
 b)To extend transmission distance to reach remote terminals 
 c) Routinely, the standard allows for optical fiber 
 d)When transmission speeds exeed 50 Mbit/s 

 
8. __________ refers to the physical or logical arrangement of a network.   [ ] 
 a)Data flow  b)Mode of operation    c)Topology d)None of the above 
 
9. Devices may be arranged in a _____________ topology.     [ ] 
 a)mesh   b)ring                   c)bus d)all of the above 
 
10. A ______ is a data communication system spanning states, countries, or the whole world.[ ] 
 a)MAN                  b)LAN  c)WAN d)none of the above 
           Cont…..2 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ______________is a modulated form of QPSK. 
 
12. Data communication codes are often called as________________ 
 
13. The protocol suite for internet is______________ 
 
14.   ________________ type of optical fiber would best be used in the Multiple Channel  
      Architechture (MCA)? 
 
15. __________________topology requires a multipoint connection. 
 
16. A television broadcast is an example of _________________ transmission. 
 
17. Digital transimission needs ________________channel. 
 
18.   _____________ describes a technique to achieve fault tolerance in optical networks  
     minimum costs? 
 
19. Dejure means_____________________ 
 
20. ASK is highly susceptble to_____________ 
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